New Quad – Mobility Transition
Fall 2017 for the 2018 Season
Mobility Transition – Fall 2017

New quad and new routines require that mobility for Fall 2017 is slightly different than in previous years.

Beginning January 1, 2018 athletes may enter the new system:

• Level 1-7: At any level.
• Level 8-10: At the last level competed in 2017 or one level below.
Mobility Transition – Fall 2017

Key Points on timing:

• Competitions between August 2, 2017 and December 31, 2017 can use either the new or old quad routines. If using the new quad routines, you must use judges that have re-certified in Fall 2017.

• Athletes cannot mobilize between August 2, 2017 and December 31, 2017.

• Athletes who have earned a mobility score prior to August 1, 2017 must compete the new level prior to January 1, 2018 so that they can enter the new system on January 1, 2018 at a level they have already competed or one below (levels 8-10 only).

• Level 1-7: Athletes can enter the new mobility system at any level.
Example for Level 9 Athlete

Level 9
- Competed level 9, but wants to compete level 8 in 2018.
- Athlete will be level 8 for 2018.

Level 8 in 2018
- Competed level 9, and wants to compete level 9 in 2018.
- Can compete as a level 9 until January 1, 2018 (new or old routines).
- Athlete will be level 9 for 2018.

Level 9 in 2018
- Competed level 9, and wants to compete level 10. Did not mobilize in 2017.
- Must mobilize to level 10 before August 1, 2017. Must compete as level 10 before January 1, 2018.
- Athlete will be Level 10 for 2018.

Level 10 in 2018
- Competed level 9, and wants to compete level 10. Mobilized to level 10 prior to August 1, 2017.
- Must compete level 10 prior to January 1, 2018 to be a level 10 in 2018.
- Athlete will be level 10 in 2018.
Athletes can enter levels 1-7 at any level in the new mobility system if they competed level 8 or less. They can enter in after January 1, 2018 at any level 1-7.

**Example for Level 8**

- **Level 8 or Lower**
  - Competed as level 8 or lower in 2017.
  - Can enter new mobility system at any level 1-8.
  - Once athlete competes at any level after January 1, 2018, they must mobilize as required.

- **Never Competed**
  - Never competed before or competed level 1-7.
  - Can enter new mobility system at any level 1-7.
  - Once athlete competes at any level after January 1, 2018, they must mobilize as required.